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November 10, 2014 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency: Docket ID OCC-2014-0021 
Federal Reserve Board: Docket OP-1497 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation: Attention: Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretary, 
CRA comments 

RE: Proposed Changes to the lnteragency Q&A Regarding Community Reinvestment 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The New Hampshire Community Loan Fund is a member of the National Community 
Reinvestment Coalition and is writing to respond to the request for comments on the proposed 
changes to the "Interagency Questions and Answers Regarding Community Reinvestment." We 
commend the regulatory agencies' proposals to reward small dollar lending and the use of 
alternative credit histories with Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) credit. However, we urge 
the agencies to reconsider the suggestions regarding alternative service delivery methods. Access 
to banking services for low- and moderate-income (LMI) communities is a key component of 
CRA, and financial institutions must meet a high bar to prove that alternative service delivery 
methods are meeting the needs of LMI individuals. Until it is clear that alternative service 
delivery methods fully meet the needs oflow- and moderate-income individuals and 
communities, bank branches should continue to receive greater weight on the service test of 
CRA examinations. 

The New Hampshire Community Loan Fund is a nonprofit financial institution and a certified 
Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI). Our mission is to serve as a catalyst, 
leveraging financial, human, and civic resources to enable traditionally underserved people to 
participate more fully in New Hampshire's economy. The CRA guidelines are critical to the 
work we do as we provide lending where banks are unable to so. In addition, we provide 
technical assistance with regard to our financing activities which helps sustain lending and 
manages associated risk 

We commend the regulatory agencies on some of the proposed updates and changes to the Q&A. 
Specifically, we are pleased with the recommended updates to the question addressing 
innovative and flexible lending practices. 

1) We are encouraged by the Agencies' inclusion ofusing alternative credit histories as a 
practice that warrants CRA credit. Many existing underwriting practices effectively 



exclude a large number of creditworthy LMI borrowers. Financial institutions would have 
a greater incentive to integrate alternative credit histories into their business with the 
added clarity that the practice is eligible for CRA credit. 

2) 	 Small dollar loan programs offer a promising alternative to higher-cost loans offered by 
institutions like payday lenders. And with the financial literacy and savings components, 
these loan programs offer real opportunities to help build sustainable wealth and financial 
knowledge. It must be clear to examiners, however, that these small dollar loan programs 
should only be awarded credit if they are safe and sound alternatives to high-cost and 
predatory products. 

Yet these helpful changes are outweighed by our concerns with proposed changes to other 
questions and answers, most notably the proposed changes that address advancements in 
financial service technology. Our principal concerns are listed below. 

1) 	 There is a need to account for changes in banking technology and how customers engage 
with financial institutions. As a result ofonline and mobile technology, financial 
institutions can reach consumers in new ways, yet access to bank branches must continue 
to be given primary emphasis in determining a bank's CRA service test rating. 
Additionally, it must be made clear that financial institutions will not receive CRA credit 
even for the LMI individuals and geographies outside the financial institutions' 
established assessment areas that are reached through mobile or online technology. So 
long as assessment areas are regional, examiners must restrict their assessments to a 
financial institution's performance and services in those areas. 

2) 	 The existence of online and mobile technologies and services alone is insufficient. To 
warrant CRA credit, it must be clear that: 

a) those services are accessible to LMI individuals and geographies; 
b) there is actual adoption of those technologies by LMI individuals and 

geographies; 
c) those technologies are the preferred method of engagement; and 
d) those services are not the sole method for LMI individuals and geographies to 

engage financial institutions. 

3) 	 Regulators should not be awarding CRA credit for a financial institution's support for 
expanded broadband access. Broadband access is a growing need, especially in rural 
areas, and it is a clear priority for the Administration. But giving CRA credit for 
supporting broadband expansion is problematic. It is more important to use CRA credit to 
encourage financial institutions to find more direct ways to meet the needs of LMI 
individuals and geographies. 



We urge the banking regulatory agencies to consider this feedback and to strengthen the 
revisions to the Interagency Questions and Answers document to ensure that LMI communities 
continue to receive adequate and accessible banking services. Should you have any further 
questions about our comments, please contact me at 603-224-6669. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

vrt 
Debby Miller 

Vice President, External Relations 

New Hampshire Community Loan Fund 




 
 
 
 

  
 

    
   
      

 
 

   
 
 

  
 

    
    

    
   

  
    

   
    

    
      

   
 

    
   
    

  

   
    

     
 

     
   

  
 

      
   

   
    

   
 

    
  

 

 
       

        
 

November 10, 2014 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency: Docket ID OCC-2014-0021 
Federal Reserve Board: Docket OP-1497 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation: Attention: Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretary, CRA 
comments 

RE: Proposed Changes to the Interagency Q&A Regarding Community Reinvestment 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The Pittsburgh Community Reinvestment Group (PCRG) is a member of the National Community 
Reinvestment Coalition and is writing to respond to the request for comments on the proposed changes 
to the “Interagency Questions and Answers Regarding Community Reinvestment.” We commend the 
regulatory agencies’ proposals to reward small dollar lending and the use of alternative credit histories 
with Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) credit. However, we urge the agencies to reconsider the 
suggestions regarding alternative service delivery methods. Access to banking services for low- and 
moderate-income (LMI) communities is a key component of CRA, and financial institutions must meet a 
high bar to prove that alternative service delivery methods are meeting the needs of LMI individuals. 
Until it is clear that alternative service delivery methods fully meet the needs of low- and moderate-
income individuals and communities, bank branches should continue to receive greater weight on the 
service test of CRA examinations. 

PCRG is a coalition of community leaders working for equitable investment practices and sufficient 
financial resources to revitalize low- and moderate-income communities throughout Pennsylvania’s 
Allegheny County.  PCRG members include forty-nine neighborhood and community-based 
organizations. 

Every year PCRG publishes a mortgage lending study analyzing residential mortgage lending in Allegheny 
County, with particular focus on banks operating in the County. We identify trends in lending patterns, 
with special attention to low- and moderate-income and substantially minority neighborhoods. 

We commend the regulatory agencies on some of the proposed updates and changes to the Q&A. 
Specifically, we are pleased with the recommended updates to the question addressing innovative and 
flexible lending practices. 

1)	 We are encouraged by the Agencies’ inclusion of using alternative credit histories as a practice 
that warrants CRA credit. Many existing underwriting practices effectively exclude a large 
number of creditworthy LMI borrowers. Financial institutions would have a greater incentive to 
integrate alternative credit histories into their business with the added clarity that the practice 
is eligible for CRA credit. 

2)	 Small dollar loan programs offer a promising alternative to higher-cost loans offered by 
institutions like payday lenders. And with the financial literacy and savings components, these 
loan programs offer real opportunities to help build sustainable wealth and financial knowledge. 

Pittsburgh Community 1901 Centre Ave., Suite 200 ∙ Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
Reinvestment Group www.pcrg.org ∙ Phone: (412) 391-6732 ∙ Fax: (412) 391-6737 



 
 
 
 

     
    

 
 

   
    

  
 

   
    

      
     

   
      

     
  

 
     

  
       
    
     
    

  
 

   
   

   
    

   
   

  
    

   
   

  
 

    
    

     
  

 
 

 

 
       

        
 

It must be clear to examiners, however, that these small dollar loan programs should only be 
awarded credit if they are safe and sound alternatives to high-cost and predatory products. 

Yet these helpful changes are outweighed by our concerns with proposed changes to other questions 
and answers, most notably the proposed changes that address advancements in financial service 
technology. Our principal concerns are listed below. 

1)	 There is a need to account for changes in banking technology and how customers engage with 
financial institutions. As a result of online and mobile technology, financial institutions can reach 
consumers in new ways, yet access to bank branches must continue to be given primary 
emphasis in determining a bank’s CRA service test rating. Additionally, it must be made clear 
that financial institutions will not receive CRA credit even for the LMI individuals and 
geographies outside the financial institutions’ established assessment areas that are reached 
through mobile or online technology. So long as assessment areas are regional, examiners must 
restrict their assessments to a financial institution’s performance and services in those areas. 

2)	 The existence of online and mobile technologies and services alone is insufficient. To warrant 
CRA credit, it must be clear that: 

a) those services are accessible to LMI individuals and geographies; 
b) there is actual adoption of those technologies by LMI individuals and geographies; 
c) those technologies are the preferred method of engagement; and 
d) those services are not the sole method for LMI individuals and geographies to engage 

financial institutions. 

As a way to make these points clear, we support the proposal to require evidence 
demonstrating the affordability, ease of access, range of services provided, and rate of actual 
use of alternative delivery methods by lower income customers and in lower income 
geographies. Without such evidence, we do not believe that banks should get CRA credit for 
providing alternative services. However, we have concerns about what kind of data regulators 
expect to obtain from banks.  It does not seem likely that banks will voluntarily ask all new or 
prospective customers for their annual incomes. Even if banks were willing to ask for that 
information, the necessity of providing it would likely be a disincentive for many lower income 
individuals to establish new relationships with banks.  We encourage the agencies to further 
think through how to collect data relevant to the new Q&A without creating disincentives to 
both banks and lower income customers. 

We urge the banking regulatory agencies to consider this feedback and to strengthen the revisions to 
the Interagency Questions and Answers document to ensure that LMI communities continue to receive 
adequate and accessible banking services. Should you have any further questions about our comments, 
please contact Ernie Hogan at 412-391-6732,  x 204. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Pittsburgh Community 1901 Centre Ave., Suite 200 ∙ Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
Reinvestment Group www.pcrg.org ∙ Phone: (412) 391-6732 ∙ Fax: (412) 391-6737 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
   

 
 

  
 
 

 
       

        
 

Sincerely, 

Ernest E Hogan
 
Executive Director
 
Pittsburgh Community Reinvestment Group
 
1901 Centre Avenue, Suite 200
 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
 
Phone: (412) 391-6732
 
Email: ehogan@pcrg.org
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Reinvestment Group www.pcrg.org ∙ Phone: (412) 391-6732 ∙ Fax: (412) 391-6737
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November 10, 2014 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency: Docket ID OCC-2014-0021 

Federal Reserve Board: Docket OP-1497 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation: Attention: Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretary, CRA comments 

RE: Proposed Changes to the lnteragency Q&A Regarding Community Reinvestment 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The Urban Economic Development Association of Wisconsin, Inc. (UEDA) is a member of the National 
Community Reinvestment Coalition and is writing to respond to the requ est for comments on the proposed 
changes to the "lnteragency Questions and Answers Regarding Community Reinvestment." 

UEDA is a 501(c)(3) membership organization dedicated to the professional development of individuals and 
groups working in economic and community development in Wisconsin. Incorporated in 1997, our work focuses 
on housing, economic development and job creation and emphasizes collaborative efforts in the areas of 
sustainable homeownership, regional transportation, economic education, foreclosure mitigation and small 
business development. We work with a diverse cross-section of members and other partners that include 
community-based organizations, financial institutions, CDFls, government agencies, small businesses, funders 
and individuals concerned with these issues. 

We commend the regulatory agencies' proposals to reward small dollar lending and the use of alternative credit 
histories with Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) credit. In particular, our work to promote and support asset
building and economic education programs in the region has made clear that consumers and small business 
owners continue to face challenges when it comes to accessing capital and credit. 

However, we urge the agencies to reconsider the suggestions regarding alternative service delivery methods. 
Access to banking services for low- and moderate-income (LMI) communities is a key component of CRA, and 
until it is clear that alternative service delivery methods fully meet the needs ofLMI individuals and 

communities, bank branches should continue to receive greater weight on the service test ofCRA 

examinations. 


We commend the regulatory agencies on some of the proposed updates and changes to the Q&A. Specifically, 
we are pleased with the recommended updates to the question addressing innovative and flexible lending 
practices. 

1) 	 We are encouraged by the Agencies' inclusion of using alternative credit histories as a practice that 
warrants CRA credit. Many existing underwriting practices effectively exclude a large number of 
creditworthy LMI borrowers. Financial institutions would have a greater incentive to integrate 
alternative credit histories into their business with the added clarity that the practice is eligible for CRA 
credit. This could have a real impact on the ability of existing small business owners to access capital, 
and LMI clients to purchase a home. 



2) 	 Small dollar loan programs offer a promising alternative to higher-cost loans offered by institutions 
like payday lenders. And with the financial literacy and savings components, these loan programs offer 
real opportunities to help build sustainable wealth and financial knowledge. It must be clear to 
examiners, however, that these small dollar loan programs should only be awarded credit if they are 
safe and sound alternatives to high-cost and predatory products. 

Yet these helpful changes are outweighed by concerns with proposed changes to other questions and answers, 
most notably the proposed changes that address advancements in financial service technology. For example: 

1) 	 There is a need to account for changes in banking technology and how customers engage with financial 
institutions. For example, our members and partners often discuss the changes they've seen in how 
clients communicate and access services through mobile devices and the Internet, yet access is sti ll an 
issue in LMI communities. With all the advances in technology, we have found that the most effective 
method remains when banks make a concerted effort to connect with community-based organizations 
and work together to reach LMI and minority communities with financial literacy resources and 
services. This often occurs at the branch level. Thus, access to bank branches must continue to be 
given primary emphasis in determining a bank's CRA service test rating as it is a key way to reach 
consumers. 

2) 	 The existence of on line and mobile technologies and services alone is insufficient. To warrant CRA cred it, 
it must be clear that: 

a) those services are accessible to LMI ind ividuals and geographies; 
b) there is actual adoption of those technologies by LMI individuals and geographies; 
c) those technologies are the preferred method of engagement; and 
d) those services are not the sole method for LMI ind ividuals and geographies to engage financial 

institutions. 

3) 	 Regulators should not be awarding CRA credit merely for a financial institution's support for expanded 
broadband access - this is problematic. Broadband access is a growing need, especia lly in rural areas, 
and it is a clear priority for the Administration. It is more important to use CRA credit to encourage 
financial institutions to find more direct ways to meet the needs of LMI individuals and geographies. 

We urge the banking regulatory agencies to consider this feedback and to strengthen the revisions to the 
lnteragency Questions and Answers document to ensure that LMI communities continue to receive adequate 
and accessible banking services. Should you have any further questions about our comments, please contact me 
at {414) 562-9904 or Kristi@uedawi.org. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincere ly, 

~ 
Deputy Director/Programs 

Urban Economic Development Association of Wisconsin, Inc. {UEDA) 
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Comment letter re: proposed changes to the "lnteragency Questions and Answers Regarding Community Reinvestment." 




